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Support for land tax becomes tri-partisan

Tom Burton Government editor

Apr 24, 2020 – 2.52pm

The Greens have swung their support behind the push to replace stamp duty with

a land tax, bolstering the emerging three-party support for reform of state

revenues.

Australian Greens leader Adam Bandt said the COVID-19 crisis had revealed the

flaws behind stamp duty.

"As people stop buying and selling houses, tax revenue dries up, precisely at the

time we need public money the most," he said.
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A switch to land tax could free up 200,000 extra homes nationally.  Rob Homer

Mr Bandt said land tax is a fairer system that doesn’t discriminate against the

young and can’t be avoided through tricky accounting.

"It gives state governments an incentive to invest in public infrastructure to boost

land values, and state treasuries can rely upon the money being there when they

need it.

“Stamp duty is nothing more than a tax on moving house or buying your first home.

It punishes young people trying to get into housing, people who need to move for

work, stops older people from downsizing ... and makes it difficult for couples to

split up, especially where domestic abuse is involved."

Both the Coalition NSW government and the Labor Victorian government are

pushing for a switch from one-off stamp duties to recurring land taxes.
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A 2017 NSW Treasury report estimated the abolition of stamp duty would lead to a

25 per cent increase in property transfers, creating the equivalent of an extra

70,000 homes. Across Australia that would add a further 200,000 homes.

The Liberal South Australian government switched to a new land tax regime last

year, after winning the parliamentary vote with the support of the Greens.

RELATED

NSW, Victoria push to replace stamp duty with land tax

In the remaining states and territories stamp duty is about a quarter of revenues

and oscillates with property cycles, making it unreliable for long-term funding.

The NSW government estimates stamp duty costs the state economy about $2.35

for every collected dollar in lost income, compared with an estimated 16 cents for

an annual land tax.

The new tax would be prospective and to make the transition work, Mr Bandt is

suggesting long-term federal "bridging finance" loans to fund the transition

shortfall.

“If the federal government is prepared to help the states with any cash flow

problems during the changeover from stamp duty to land tax, state governments

could phase in the new system over time and make their tax base fairer and more

reliable,” he said.

Modelling work by the Parliamentary Budgeting Office last year for the Greens

suggests a funding gap of around $15 billion to $16 billion over the 10 years to 2029-

30.

The Victorian government is planning a $24.5 billion emergency loan to fund post-

COVID-19 support and programs.
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